SUPPLY LIST FOR CLASS, DEMO, OR CLUB

The Tunic Bible Tunic Retreat
Cathy Martino
Brief Description of Class: Using the Tunic Bible book by Sarah Gunn and
Julie Starr students will make their own version of a tunic top or dress.
The first class will be for learning how to use the book, finding sizes,
tracing the pattern, doing some fit checks, discussing fabrics and notions,
cutting out, and getting a start on shoulder seams, darts, and neck
treatments. The second class day will be for sleeves, side seams and
finishing with tips for making other versions. There are many choices here
and each tunic will be different. Techniques include choosing a neckline
and constructing it, choosing a sleeve, how to sew embellishments, putting
in clean finished interfacing, set in sleeves if chosen. Lots of fun, lots of
techniques and learning new ways to use a pattern.
SUPPLY LIST
Book: The Tunic Bible
Our Part #: 11201
Tracing paper or red dot tracing material
Ruler, pencil, pen, measuring tape
Fabric marker, pins, scissors, snips
You can bring fabric to the prep class, but
we will discuss this and figure out how
much at that time. You don’t need it for
the first class. There will be time to shop
and choose before the first sewing day.
Thread and needles appropriate for fabric
Sewer’s Dream interfacing, amount big
enough for placket piece if in your chosen
garment
¼” steam a seam
Trims if using and threads to go with
project
Sewing Machine : No machines needed for the first class. Please Bring machine
to class in good working order, bring full accessories & manual for machine for
both of the sewing days.
Basic Sewing Kit: Rotary cutter, ruler & mat, Scissors, seam ripper, press sheet,
pins, thread, thread snips, fabric marker of choice
If you have any questions please contact me: cathym@snipandstitch.com
See you at Class!
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